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Driving control and ground behaviour of triple circular face shield machine

T Kuzuno & H.Takasaki
Osaka Municipal Transportation Bureau, Japan

M.Tanaka &_TTamai
Kajima Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT: Osaka iVIunicipal Subway Line No.7 Osaka Business Park Station was costructed by a slurry type triple
circular face shield machine for the excavation of double track railway and single station at the same time. In order to

make a basic operation manual of the machine, excavation tests using an approximately I/10 scale model of a triple
circular face shield machine were performed to investigate the moving characteristic of the machine. This paper presents
driving control and ground behavior of tunnel excavation by model and actual triple circular face shield machine.

\.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Osaka Municipal Transportion Bureau is constructing
an extention to Subway Line No.7 with commencement
of subway operation scheduled for December 1996.
The Osaka Business Park (OBP) Station as a part of this
extension was constructed by a slurry type triple circular
face shield machine as shown in Photo. l , a shield machine
which is appropriate for the excavation of an underground
cavem having great breadth like a subway station.
With the triple circular face shield machine, control of the
shield machine’s attitude is important in order to properly
construct the tunnel structure following excavation.
Because of this, excavation tests were perfomied in actual
ground using a 1:10 scale model of a triple circular face
shield machine. _The resultswere utilized in the control of

the actual construction. Shield driving excavation was
completed in April l9Q5.

2. OUTLINE OF MODEL EXCAVATION TEST

2.1 Test site

The layer of shield excavation is diluvial sand with a N
value of l0~20 (a uniformity index _of 5). Soft clay appears

in the upper part and lower part of the sand layer. (Fig.l)
The groundwater head is about 0.05MPa.

2.2 Launching shaj?

The launching shaft was constructed with steel sheet piles
in 6.4 X 6.4 X 7.5m (deep) as shown in Figurel. A
protection of shield launching is made Jet Grouting
method. (stabilization soil is lMPa)

2.3 Model machine

Tablel  shown the specification of a model machine in
comparison with an actual machine.A driving of the model
machine as Ph0to.2 is that firstly drives a corresponding
distance of one ring length under actual construction,
nextly model segment (push pipe in same cross sectional
shape as model shield) is pushed in model machine with
prime jacks at the same time shield jack is shortened, and
this operation is repeated in order.

2.4 Backjill grouting

This time backfill grouting was not performed, but to
reduce the friction around model segments high polymer
lubricant was grouted at the same time as excavation.

2.5 Testing procedure

The testing procedure was as follows:firstly resistance
force measurement is that unbalanced force against upon
cutter face was carried, nextly driving characteristic of

Photo.l Triple circular face shield machine
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Figurel Schematic drawing of test yard

Actual machine Model machine

Shidd f’""id° 7.3 x l7.3m 0.82 x l.B2m
diameter

Shield length 9.7 m ` 1.24 m
soo" >< uso’ >< 3so“="""’ >< 32

zoo" x uso” >< 3so‘="°"" x 24Shield jack |a.|" >< iso' >< z|o""“"’ >< s

Total force l4400 lf l44.8 tl'
Cutter speed 0.86 rpm l.0-3.0 rpm
Cutter torque 496.9ll' ' m (a =l.04) 0.43tf ‘ m (a =l.04)

model machine was investigated;i._ e. _after model shield
was launched, the first under very sligh_t inclination of
excavation unbalanced force against upon cutter face was
measured. Next, the driving pose of model machine was
compulsorily executed with its cutter rotation and thrust
jacks. the angle of shield inclination was measured. Finally,
linear excavation at the actual construction was verified.

2.6 Monitoring item

Table2 shows monitoring items during excavation.

2.7 Result of experiment and discussion

l. Driving control of model machine
(l)The ratio jack speed (V) to cutter speed (Nr) vs. cutter
torque (T)
The relation between V/N r and T is shown in Figure2.
From the Figure2, cutter torque is larger as a ratio V/N r is

284

Photo.2 Model machine _

Table2 Monitoring items

Cutter disk Shield Pressue Ground

Cutler thmst X3

Cutter torque X3

Cutter reaction 13

(two direction)
li

Cutter speed X3

.lack stroke x4

Jack speed X4

Jack force

Earth pressure
in chamber

Earth-moving
amount

Attitude changC

Earth pressure
meter X I4

Pore water

piezomcter x4

Surface displacemen
point X l I9

Layer settlement x6

Inclinomelcr X6

Water levcl XZ
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Figure3 Yawing angle vs. average jack moment

less, the relation is approximate as two dimensional
regression. Therefore, it is recognized that cutter torque is
able to control with cutter speed.

(2)The angle of shield inclination vs. rotation moment
during driving
The relation change in yawing angle and average jack
moment is shown in Figure3. From Fi gure3, it is recognized

that the tendency of linear relation between rotational
moment and angle of shield inclination per unit distance
of excavation. Therefore, it is possible to control the
attitude by operation ofjacks as moment correspond to
angle of shield inclination.
Figure4 is shown the relation between pitching angle and

Average rolling moment (kN-m)

Fi gure5 Rolling angle vs. average cutter rotational moment

average jack moment. The relation between rolling angle
and average cutter rotational moment is shown in Figure5.

2.8 Ground behavior

(I )Ground behavior during driving
The record of vertical ground displacement at measuring
sections is shown in Figures6 and 7 (relation to cutting
face position). From the two Figures, we can see settlement

abovegand within the ground occur ahead of the face, during
passage and after passage of the shield machine. A little
over 2mm settlement begins to occur at about 2m ahead
ofthe face, about lmm occur during passage of the shield
machine and about 3mm occur after passage of the shield
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Figure8.Lateral displacement at GL-6m
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Figure9 Schematic drawing of earth pressure by yawing

shown in Fi gure8. The lateral displacement during driving
is outside direction as press on ground.
This experriment was commenced with very slight ground
defonnation to keep a stable of cutting face.

(2)Ground behavior by attitude control
As the attitude control of model machine was compulsorily
execued in this experiment, we had investigated the
relationship between ground behavior and attitude control
during driving.
The result is as follows.

l)Settlement and heaving did not occur by pitching (up
and downward).
2)Lateral deformation did -not occur by yawing.
3)Earth pressure on shield side occured by yawing (as a
scheme is shown in Figure9), but earth pressure occured
very slight reaction by pitching and rolling.

From these tests it was confirmed that the pitching and
yawing which develop in the shield during driving have a
close relationship with the rotational moments which act
on the shield from the thrust jacks, and that pitching and
yawing of the shield can be controlled by selective
operation of the thrust jacks. Also, with respect to rolling
it was found that the rotational reaction force of the center

cutter primarily has a large effect on rolling of the shield
machine during driving, and that rolling can be controlled
by controlling the direction of rotation of the three cutter
faces.



3. CONSTRUCTION RESULT

The overall standard cross section of OBP Station is_ shown

in Figurel0. _i
Diluvial sand with a uniformity index of 3 to 5 appears in

the upper part of the tunnel face in the lower part. The
_groundwater head is about 0.l5MPa.

I0

3.1 Attitude control

Because measurement of the shield machine’s attitude
immediately before launching indicated that it had a small
degree of rolling to the right, the full length of drive was
performed with all three cutter faces rotating in the
clockwise direction in accordance with the results of the

attitude control tests. Pitching and yawing were controlled
by opration of the thrust jacks, selecting thejacks to be
used in accordance with the results of monitoring shield
inclination as the shield advanced. As a result, it was
possible to complete the full length of drive with only small
inclination of the shield machine within the constmction

control limit values. However at one time it was impossible
to correct rolling by controlling the direction of the cutter
face rotation only, and copy cutters were used because the
angle of shield inclination had increased to nearly 2/ 1000.
The result of attitude control is shown in Figurell.

On this construction an extended total of over 800 items

of monitoring measurement are being performed wit-h
respect to the structures dir_ectly above, the ground,

l'l€

groundwater level and other elements The recorded
vertical ground displacement at intermediate section are
in shown Figure12 (change over time) and F|gurel3

In the vicinity of the tunnel, settlement of the building
above and settlement within the ground are being
monitored. The effect of the passage of the shield machine
begins to occur a little over 3m ahead of the face and

,., 8 - Shield attitude controlG
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Figurell Result of attitude control

A I Water level type structure

approximately 70% of the total settlement occur during
passage of the shield machine.

Settlement ceases approximately 7 to l0 days after passage
of the shield machine The final quantity of settlement is

displacement transducer _I |O_0 Date 2/2| 3/l 3/ll
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Figure] 2 Vertical ground displacement (change over time)
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Figurel3 Vertical ground displacement (in relation to
shield position)

on the order of.5 or 7mm across the whole constrution

area, andno local ground caving nor face collapes has
occurred.

4. CONCLUSION

In the construction of the OBP Station directly beneath a
building, the Osaka Municipal Trasportation Bureau
employed a slurry type triple circular face shield -machine

for the first time in the world. V
Shield driving commenced in January 1995 and was safely
completed in April 1995. By utilizing the results of
excavation tests performed prior to construction, it was
possible to constmct the tunnel according to the design
alignment with very slight inclination of the shield machine
during driving, less than 3/ 1000, the value which had been
set as the construction control limit value. Further, as a
result of securely performing backfill grouting into the
tail void at the periphery of the shield machine, the amount
of the building directly above did not exceed 7mm, casuin g

no efect on the building accompanying construction.
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